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With the rapid development of travel industry and appearance of personalized travel，
the traditional artificial guide has been unable to meet the demand of tourists，electronic 
guides system is advanced. The tourist guides system has come a long way since the first 
prototypes in the middle of 1990’s，and its applications in travel Industry are extended. 
In this paper, we attempt to present the development history of the tourist guides 
system and discuss the trends of tourist guides system. Then the conception model And 
system model about Intelligent Tourist Guide (ITG) based on RFID are introduced, some 
design principles are also showed in detail. The knowledge discussed in this paper is 
valuable to design and develop the intelligent tourist guides system further.   
This paper is discussing how to build an exhibition information system with Language 
translation, information classification, and multimedia player under the technology of 
RFID. Based on the current development and situation of the exhibition industry, the 
exhibition situation is analyzed in this paper and the problem is figured out, the value of 
building the information system is also cleared .The core function of the RFID technology 
in the exhibition information system is analyzed for support. Hall of networking 
information systems architecture, network architecture design， software design, hardware 
deploy, database structure design, error handling design, interface design, and other aspects 
were analyzed. 
According to resolve the problem of processing great number of data produced in the 
electronic product code system, a data filter method is designed, which based on the event 
status change. This method used function lists and event queues to manage information. It 
removed redundancies and only report status changes of tags (for example, tag appeared or 
tag disappeared) to upper layer application. At last combined with the upper layer 
application, experiment proved the feasibility of the method. 
The feasibility of the proposed system was verified in the comprehensive test. The 
















successfully meet our demand for the system. 
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